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 ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR WITH MULTIPLE INSTRUMENTS FOR NATURAL 
ORIFICE TRANSLUMENAL ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY 
Chi Min Seow, M.S. 
 
University of Nebraska, 2011 
 
Advisor: Carl A. Nelson 
This thesis presents a novel robotic manipulator with multiple instruments for use in 
Natural Orifice Translumenal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES). NOTES is a newly 
emerging surgical technique that eliminates external incisions on patients’ skin. As a 
result, better cosmetics, shorter recovery time, and reduced risk of external infection can 
be achieved.   
 Research has been ongoing in academia and industry to make this surgical 
procedure more feasible in human surgeries. Although several robotic platforms have 
been developed, none of them has the required capability to provide surgeons with the 
most appropriate tool in a safe and timely matter during surgery. This robotic manipulator 
is designed to solve the problem.  
 The background and motivation are elaborated further, followed by the design 
premise of such a manipulator. Three generations of manipulators that have been 
fabricated are then detailed. There is also a robot connecting arm added between the 
manipulator and articulating drive mechanism to add degrees of freedom to the system. 
Two generations of robot connecting arm design are also explored. The kinematic model 
of the current prototype, robot folding configurations and future bimanual robot designs 
are studied before conclusions and future work are discussed.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Background 
 Surgical procedures have advanced quite considerably during the last two decades. 
Minimally invasive surgery is often preferred over traditional open surgery whenever 
possible because of the benefits it offers, especially to the patients. Over the past decade, 
a new paradigm of surgical procedure called NOTES (Natural Orifice Translumenal 
Endoscopic Surgery) was invented to take minimally invasive surgery one step further by 
eliminating all external incisions. A review of NOTES was published by Pearl and 
Ponsky [1]. In this type of surgery, surgical instruments are passed into the patient’s body 
via a natural orifice. Hence, a robotic system is required to provide surgeons with enough 
dexterity and precision at the surgical site.  
 With the current advancement in technology, NOTES procedures are becoming 
promising, but it is still not a very popular approach in human surgeries due to the lack of 
appropriate tools [2]. Assistance from transabdominal instruments is also common as 
reported by Sodergren [3]. The robotic manipulator presented in this thesis is designed to 
solve this problem in a natural orifice surgery setting. With the challenges of NOTES in 
mind, such as passing instruments through a natural orifice passageway, providing 
sufficient grasping force to surgical tool tips, risk of tissue perforation, and so on, the 
manipulator is compact and can accommodate up to four surgical tools at one time. 
Experiments have shown that the tools are able to grasp different types of tissues 
successfully while keeping the tool change time reasonable. The balance between force 
and velocity and the design that maximizes functionality while complying with the 
challenges of NOTES will be further discussed. 
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1.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) 
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) was invented by Hans Christian Jacobaeus [4] 
in 1910, but it was not until the late 1980s that the surgical procedure was more widely 
adopted by surgeons. It offers many advantages such as reduced hemorrhaging, shorter 
hospital stay, small incisions and reduced risk of contamination compared to traditional 
open surgery. Although from the patient’s point of view it has many benefits, such 
procedures impose difficulties to the surgeons. Poor depth perception, limited range of 
motion and non-intuitive movement between tool handles and tool tips are just some 
examples.  
1.2 Instruments/Robotic Systems for MIS 
	   The surgical tools invented for minimally invasive surgeries are not ergonomic in 
general. Common discomforts result from pressure areas and persisting nerve lesions. 
Matern and Wallet [5] published an article on the principles of ergonomic handles for 
surgical tools. While there is always a constant struggle between technological limitations 
and ideal patient outcomes, such procedures are very advantageous in certain types of 
surgeries. 
 The need for extra precision and dexterity has brought about advances in robot 
technology for such surgeries. Intuitive Surgical has been a leader in surgical robots for 
laparoscopic surgeries with the introduction of the da Vinci Surgical Robot (Sunnyvale, 
CA, Intuitive Surgical). There was also an earlier surgical robot known as the Zeus 
Surgical System, developed by Computer Motion, but the two companies have since 
merged. Literature also shows that the daVinci Surgical System enables shorter learning 
curves and operational times [6].  
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 Tan summarized the recent technological advances in robot-assisted laparoscopic 
surgery in [7]. A simpler robotic architecture is also proposed by Dachs and Peine [8] 
with the aim of allowing better access to patients.  
 A new paradigm in minimally invasive surgery called Single Incision 
Laparoscopic Surgery (SILS) requires only one incision in the abdomen to carry out 
surgerical procedures. Various novel techniques and efforts have been invested in the 
new method. A “chopstick” surgery is a technique reported by Joseph et al. [9] to avoid 
robot arms colliding with each other while working coaxially. Robotic platforms created 
specifically for SILS are found in [10, 11]. 
1.3 Natural Orifice Translumenal Endoscopic Surgery 
Natural Orifice Translumenal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) is a new branch of 
surgical technique first reported by Kalloo et al. [12]. Although the concept has existed 
for about a decade, the idea is still not widely adopted by surgeons on human patients. 
One of the main reasons is the lack of technological advancement to make such surgeries 
easily applicable to surgical procedures.  
The goal is to eliminate external incisions on patients’ skin; thus surgical 
instruments have to be passed down to the surgical site via one of the natural orifices, 
namely the esophagus, vagina, or rectum. This presents even more advantages to the 
patients such as better cosmetics, shorter recovery, and reducing adhesions. This 
procedure usually requires surgical instruments with sufficient flexibility, surgical tool 
actuation force and dexterity to fulfill the requirements needed to carry out surgical 
procedures. However, it has yet to be successfully implemented on a wide scale due to a 
lack of enabling tools and technology [13]. 
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1.4 Recent Advancements in Robotic Surgery for NOTES 
This subsection discusses multiple platforms that have been developed to bring 
NOTES one step closer to reality. Malik et al. presented the current status and future 
possibilities for NOTES in [14]. Schauer, Chand, and Brethauer [15] published a succinct 
list of emerging endoluminal technologies for bariatric surgery. 
The R Scope developed by Olympus utilizes a “working channel” paradigm 
whereby tool tips are actuated via wire cables externally. The device lacks tool 
triangulation (multiple tools approaching from different angles), which impedes surgeons 
from operating efficiently. Besides, Barnado and Swanstrom [16] reported that it was 
disorienting to use in the retroflexed position. Its size and flexibility also restricts it from 
aggressively retracting tissues. The Transport developed by USGI Medical was able to 
incorporate larger size instruments and permit some degree of triangulation. However, the 
triangulation is still too limited for operation. Although the Cobra, also designed by the 
same company, intended to answer the triangulation problem, cable-driven controls are too 
imprecise. Instruments are also fixed on the end of the tool. This requires the entire device 
to be removed to exchange tools. Swanstrom et al. [17] suggested that one critical element 
of development to make NOTES a practical reality is to design more appropriate 
instrumentation. A stable platform was also recommended because current flexible scopes 
lack tip stability required to permit exposure and retraction. 
Phee et al. [18] invented a surgical robot for NOTES with the majority of its 
components actuated by tendon and sheath. However, the presentation of their work 
revealed that there are delays and movement hysteresis in the system. Abbott [19] also 
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developed another robot for the same purposes utilizing actuation cables, and insufficient 
manipulation force has been reported. 
The difficulties mentioned above instigated a novel technological approach to 
robotic surgery which incorporates motors within the robot body to increase surgical tool 
tip grasping force and allows versatile placement within the abdominal cavity. Lehman et 
al. originated a dexterous miniature in vivo robot for NOTES. Micromotors interfaced 
directly with the surgical tools to provide more force. Furthermore, to increase mobility and 
stability, the robot was attached to the upper area of the abdominal cavity through a magnet. 
The robot can be repositioned by moving the magnet externally. The robot provided tool 
triangulation to facilitate surgeries. However, due to the limited number of surgical tools 
available, the robot could only perform basic procedures such as cholecystectomy [20]. 
1.5 Multifunctional Motivation  
 The need to develop a multifunction robotic manipulator is motivated by the 
surgeons’ need to use multiple tools during surgery. Miller, Nelson and Oleynikov [21] 
published a paper summarizing the total instruments needed in various laparoscopic 
surgeries shown in Table 1 below. From the table, it can clearly be concluded that total 
instruments needed in a surgery can be as many as 9 instruments with the number of 
instrument changes as high as 50 changes. With a multifunctional manipulator, the 
instrument changes can occur at the surgical site without wasting additional time 
removing the tool outside of the body and changing functional tips manually. 
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Table 1. Total instruments used and number of instrument changes in various  
 procedures. 
 
Procedure Total 
Instruments 
Number of 
Instrument 
Changes 
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy 7 24 
Esophagogastroduodenoscopy* 6 23 
Esophagogastroduodenoscopy 2 1 
Laparoscopic right hemicolectomy 3 5 
Laparoscopic gastric bypass, hiatus hernia repair, 
removal of gastric band 
9 50 
Laparoscopic preperitoneal hernia repair w/ 
complications 
4 7 
Laparoscopic hernia repair and vagotomy 8 31 
Exploratory laparoscopic, lysis of adhesions, 
pancreatic cyst wall biopsy* 
7 9 
Nissin fundoplication 7 13 
Gastric tumor removal 8 21 
Lysis of adhesions and Roux-en-Y 7 41 
Laparoscopic preperitoneal bilateral inguinal hernia 2 5 
Unknown type I 5 5 
Unknown type II* 7 43 
* Procedure performed using the daVinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale,  
   CA, USA) 
 
The need to increase efficiency during surgery is not the only motivation behind 
this. The safety of patients is also an important factor. Rattner et al. [22] discussed the 
fundamental challenges to the safe introduction of NOTES. One of the challenges is the 
intraperitoneal complications such as bleeding, bowel perforation and splenic injury that 
might happen as surgical procedures become complicated. To reduce the risk of such 
complications, the frequency of transporting surgical instruments from the external 
environment to within the body should be minimized as well.  
The need for a multifunctional manipulator has been highlighted. Before getting 
deeper into the design premise for a manipulator for NOTES, current tool changers that 
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have been developed are surveyed. These tool changers are created for minimally 
invasive surgeries. 
 Miller and Nelson [23] originated a modular laparoscopic surgical tool with novel 
mechanical actuation capable of deploying surgical tool tips from a storage location 
within the tool to the surgical site. Friedman et al. [24] invented an automated tool 
handling system for the da Vinci Surgical Robot. Several other ideas for automated 
instrument changing systems for the same robot are also presented by Reuvekamp in 
[25]. These inventions demonstrate that the ability of a surgical robot to supply different 
tool tips efficiently is a desirable feature. 
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Chapter 2. Design Premise for a Manipulator for  
 NOTES 
 
Figure 1. Concept drawing of the robot. 
 The design of a multifunctional manipulator for NOTES presents a more intricate 
challenge than a tool changer for MIS. Firstly, the entire mechanism has to fit within the 
abdominal cavity, as depicted in Figure 1, making any solution involving elaborate 
mechanisms undesirable. The size of the abdominal cavity is shown in Figure 2 [26]. Five 
points were roughly measured to create an estimation of the workspace available in the 
abdominal cavity. The black rectangular box represents a desirable manipulation 
workspace (50mm × 50mm × 95mm) around a gallbladder with a normal size of 80mm 
long by 60mm wide [27]. Cholecystectomy is a standard surgery targeted by surgical 
robots to prove their abilities. 
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Figure 2. Estimated size of human peritoneal cavity. 
 Furthermore, cable-actuated solutions would not work with the interchangeable 
nature of the manipulator. Motors have to be embedded directly into the housing and 
actuate surgical tools directly. This architecture also allows higher grasping force on the 
surgical tool tips [28]. As a result, the number of motors should be kept to a minimum to 
reduce the size of the manipulator.  
 To allow tool changing, four fundamental functions have to be carried out, 
namely, switch tools, deploy tools, hold tools, and operate tools. With the micromotors 
currently available on the market, it is not possible to embed four micromotors in a 
manipulator while satisfying space constraints. The four functions have to be coupled 
into two groups distinguishable by the two most basic mechanical movements: translation 
and rotation. Hence, only two motors are needed to work cooperatively instead of four. 
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Figure 3. Conceptual drawings of various components for a manipulator. 
 After experimenting with numerous arrangements, the conceptual drawing shown 
in Figure 3 has been chosen. Not only does the arrangement represent the most compact 
design, it also allows mechanical actuation to be easily applied. Motor 1 actuates 
rotational movements to switch tools and lock tools while motor 2 propels the 
translational movements used to deploy and operate tools. The surgical instruments are 
arranged in parallel to enable easy access. The two motors are stacked serially to decrease 
the overall diameter of the manipulator. A lead screw facilitates vertical force 
transmission from motor to surgical tool tips. The horizontal cross section is kept as 
circular as possible to maximize area while minimizing perimeter. A round surface area 
also ensures the lowest friction possible when interacting with the external environment. 
Surgical instruments in parallel 
Motor 1 
Motor 2 
Lead screw 
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Chapter 3. Manipulator Design  
 
 
           Figure 4. Overall system design. 
 Before moving forward with more design details on the manipulator, an overall 
system design is shown in Figure 4. It consists of a surgical manipulator, a robot 
connecting link and an articulating drive mechanism. This is a surgical robot still in the 
prototype development process, and this experimental period serves as a validation stage 
before a full-featured bimanual robot is built for actual surgical purposes.  The following 
subsections discuss the designs of three generations of the manipulator while the design 
of the robot connecting link is discussed in the following chapter. The articulating drive 
mechanism is detailed in [29]. 
 
Surgical manipulator 
Robot 
connecting 
arm 
Articulating 
drive 
mechanism 
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 3.1 First Generation Manipulator Design 
 
The first generation of the manipulator was created as a proof of concept. The size 
of the manipulator was not the biggest concern. Utilizing Faulhaber 0816006S coreless 
DC motors, with a 256:1 gearhead ratio, the overall size of the manipulator turned out to 
be 110mm in length and 30mm in diameter. It accommodates up to three tools, namely 
atraumatic Babcock clamp, graspers, and scissors. The SolidWorks drawing and the 
prototype created are shown in Figure 5. The prototype was developed utilizing a 
stereolithography (SLA) rapid prototyping process [30] with the chosen material being 
SC1000 [31].  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Multifunctional robotic manipulator (first generation): (a) drawing and  
(b) prototype. 
 
 
110 mm 
30 mm 
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3.1.1 Rotational Mechanism (First Generation) 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Location of engagement of the pulley belt between the motor and the tool  
housing. 
 
 
In an attempt to reduce the size of the manipulator, a pulley belt actuation 
mechanism was chosen. This rotational mechanism interfaces directly with the motor 
head and the tool housing. The location of engagement is shown in Figure 6.  
3.1.2 Translational Mechanism (First Generation) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Location of engagement between lead-screw nut and vertical groove within  
motor housing. 
Pulley belt location 
Lead screw flap  
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 The translational mechanism involves a lead screw, lead-screw flap and groove 
within motor housing. To avoid the lead-screw nut from rotating along with the lead 
screw, a lead-screw flap was specifically designed to interface with the motor housing 
groove to translate rotational movement to translational movement. The mechanism is 
depicted in Figure 7.  
 
3.1.3 First Generation Surgical Tool Tips 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Surgical tool tips for the first generation of manipulator. From left to  
right: graspers, scissors, and atraumatic Babcock clamp. 
 
 The surgical tool tips fabricated for the first generation of manipulator are shown 
in Figure 8. Several features are specifically designed to enable the tool tips to function 
with the manipulator. They are the engagement flap and L-shaped connector. The 
engagement flap locks the tool into the inner groove at the top of the cover whereas the 
L-shaped connector interfaces with the lead screw.  The tool tips and linkages are 
machined in stainless steel. The body of each tool, on the other hand, is rapid prototyped 
in the same material as the manipulator housing  
 
 
 
Engagement Flap 
L-shaped Connector 
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3.1.4 First Generation Surgical Tools Force Analysis 
 
 
Figure 9. Surgical tool tips force analysis (first generation). 
 
                                               (1) 
                                          (2)    
                                                  (3)          
                                             (4)       
                                                             (5) 
The force at the surgical tool tip, , shown in Figure 9 can be calculated utilizing the 
equations above.  is assumed to be transmitted effectively from one end of the 
linkage to the other without any loss. which equals to P, is determined from 
Equation 5 where  is the power screw force generated by the motor,  is the motor 
FTip 
FPin 
FRo
d 
FPin 
θ 
M 
la lb 
lc 
y 
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torque,  is the pitch diameter of the threaded shaft,  is the coefficient of friction, and  
is the lead angle. The values of those variables are shown in Table 2.  
The motor used to drive the lead screw is a Faulhaber 0816006S coreless DC 
motor with an optical encoder. The selected reduction ratio of the gearhead is 256:1. The 
stall torque is 0.4 mN·m, and the no-load speed is 15800 rpm. A 4-40 threaded shaft and 
a lead screw are used for generating a linear force to advance and open/close the tool. 
Based on the calculations, the closure force at the tool tip varies from 52.19N to 63.25N 
when it is wide open. After accounting for the 60% efficiency obtained from the motor 
gearhead data sheet, the actual tool tip grasp force turns out to be 31.314N to 37.95N 
which is more than enough to manipulate tissues [28]. 
 
Table 2. Parameters for surgical tool tip force analysis (first generation). 
Parameter Units Values 
Ts [mNm] .455×256  
dp [mm] 2.43  
µ [-] 0.25  
λ [°] 4.75  
 
As for the surgical tool tip closing time, the following equation is used. 
 
                                 (6) 
 
The values required for Equation 6 are shown in Table 3. The N value is derived from the 
4-40 screw used as the lead screw. 
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Table 3. Values for surgical tool tip closing time analysis (first generation). 
 
Parameter Units Values 
Vmotor [rpm] 15800  
N [-] 40  
Gratio [-] 256  
 
The time can be calculated directly by putting the values in the table into the equation. 
The time turns out to be 0.653 mm/s or 6.0 s overall. 
3.1.5 Discussion on First Generation Manipulator  
 Design 
 
The first generation prototype was created to test the tool changing mechanism. 
Early bench-top tests showed some promise in terms of the functionality of the 
manipulator. However, much improvement could still be made to increase the reliability 
of the device. The pulley belt actuation mechanism offers a more compact solution 
compared to the spur gears. However, due to the elasticity in the rubber belt, there were 
some difficulties in terms of keeping track of the position of the tool cartridge. 
Furthermore, the rubber belt is not durable and breaks very easily.  
The tool tips fabricated for this design have high associated costs due to the high 
precision machining involved. Furthermore, the pin connections at each joint also do not 
transmit forces very effectively because of the lack of industrial standard tight fitting pins. 
As a result, the actual force at the tool tip is much lower than the calculated values. The 
tools also tend to sway from side to side as well when they are deployed outside of the 
cartridge. 
The overall size of the manipulator is of concern also. With a diameter of 30mm, 
it is not easy to maneuver down the throat. The next generation focuses on decreasing the 
size of the manipulator as well as increasing the cost-effectiveness and manufacturability 
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of the tool tips. A new rapid prototype will be explored as well since the current SC1000 
material does not provide sufficient transparency to examine the mechanism within the 
housing when tool-changing is in progress. 
 3.2 Second Generation Manipulator Design 
 
The main priorities of the second generation manipulator design are reducing cost 
and size. Based on design experiences with the first generation manipulator, surgical 
tools and motors utilized are two main barriers of these new goals. The first generation 
utilized Faulhaber 0816006S coreless DC motors, with a 256:1 gearhead ratio (8mm in 
diameter and 42mm in length).  The surgical tools have linkages that extend to both sides, 
necessitating a large amount of space to accommodate them.  
In the second generation, the manipulators incorporate Faulhaber 1512U012S DR 
gearmotors which are bigger in diameter (15mm) but much shorter in length (14.3mm). 
The total length of stacking two motors is only 28.6mm, which offers more than 30% 
decrease in total length. The surgical tool tips, furthermore, do not have extended 
linkages required to actuate them. The rapid prototype material has been changed to 
Accura 60 for better transparency. The design is shown in Figure 10. The overall size of 
the manipulator is 82.5mm in length and the thickest diameter of the cross section is 
21mm. 
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(a)                                                           (b) 
Figure 10: Multifunctional robotic manipulator (second generation): (a) drawing 
and (b) prototype. 
 
3.2.1 Rotational Mechanism (Second Generation) 
 
Figure 11: Location of engagement between two spur gears (second generation). 
 
The second generation manipulator utilized spur gears in place of the pulley belt 
as the main components of the rotational mechanism for the tool cartridge, shown in 
Figure 11. The goal is to increase repeatability and reliability and to enable position 
tracking. The overall diameter of the manipulator is also decreased by placing the gears 
directly underneath the tool cartridge. 
82.5 mm 
21 mm 
Spur gear location 
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3.2.2 Translational Mechanism (Second Generation) 
 
Figure 12: Location of engagement between lead-screw nut and surgical tool 
connector (second generation). 
 
The translational mechanism, depicted in Figure 12, involves a lead-screw nut 
that interfaces with the surgical tools. The lead-screw nut design is simpler compared to 
the design in the first generation. This not only allows easier assembly, but the 
performance of the surgical tools is more predictable as well.  
 
3.2.3 Second Generation Surgical Tool Tips 
 
	  
Figure 13: Surgical tool tips for the second generation of manipulator. From left to 
right: graspers, atraumatic Babcock clamp, and graspers with higher number of 
teeth. 
 
Lead screw nut  
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One of the main differences in the tool tips is the design of the linkages, as 
displayed in Figure 13. In the first generation, three pin joints are used to connect the 
linkages. The second generation adopts a pin joint and a pin and slot joint to actuate the 
tool tips. Not only does this modification save space, but the assembly time and reliability 
improved as well. This new design also decreases the chances of tool tips wobbling as 
they are deployed outside of the cartridge. 
3.2.4 Second Generation Surgical Tools Force  
 Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Surgical tool tips force analysis (second generation). 
 
 
                                             (7) 
                                                                          (8) 
                                                             (9) 
  The surgical tool tip force for the second generation design was calculated 
according to the schematics shown in Figure 14. 	  changes from 29.74° to 58.25°. As a 
result, lb changes from .9391mm to 2.6562mm as well.  
FRod 
FTip 
FSlot 
la 
M 
lb 
θ 
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  Using Eq. (8), by summing the moment about the fixed pin of the tool, marked as 
M, FTip was calculated with FSlot = 32.4415N to 53.5304N, lb = .9391mm to 2.6562mm, la 
= 11.71mm. Assuming P is equal to FRod, Eq. (9) was used where  is the force generated 
by the motor,  is the motor torque,  is the pitch diameter of the threaded shaft,  is the 
coefficient of friction, and  is the lead angle. The values of those variables are shown in 
Table 4. The motor used to drive the lead screw is a Faulhaber 1512 Series 012SR FTP 
Thin Profile DC micromotor with an IE2-8 optical encoder. The selected reduction ratio 
of the gearhead is 112:1. The stall torque is 0.455 mNm, and the no-load speed is 14300 
rpm before gear reduction. Since a 4-40 threaded shaft and a lead screw are used to 
advance and operate the tools, the force at the tool tip ranges from 2.5328N to 4.3417N 
after accounting for the 59% efficiency in the motor gearhead. This range still falls within 
the acceptable range [28]. 
Table 4. Parameters for surgical tool tip force analysis (second generation) 
Parameter Units Values 
Ts [mNm] .455×112  
dp [mm] 2.43  
µ [-] 0.25  
λ [°] 4.75  
 
As for the surgical tool tip closing time, the following equation is used.  
 
                                 (10) 
 
The values required for the equation 10 are shown in Table 5. 
. 
Table 5. Values for surgical tool tip closing time analysis (second generation) 
 
Parameter Units Values 
Vmotor [rpm] 14300  
N [-] 40  
Gratio [-] 112 
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The time can be calculated directly by putting the values in the table into the 
equation. The time turns out to be 1.351 mm/s which is almost twice as fast as the first 
generation prototype. 
 
3.2.5 Discussion on Second Generation Manipulator  
 Design 
 
The second generation surgical manipulator has a much smaller size compared to 
the first generation. With a smaller size, smaller tools are needed. The surgical tools 
fabricated for this design creatively combined rapid prototyping and machining to 
achieve both low manufacturing cost and high material strength. Parts with intricate 
features such as the tool jaws are rapid prototyped, and steel plates are machined and 
glued to the side of the tool tips to add rigidity, effectively forming a laminate composite.  
Theoretically, the surgical tools should work well; however, due to the high level 
of friction present within the mechanism, a large push force is required to operate the 
tools. This is undesirable since the majority of the transmission force is lost due to 
friction within the pin-in-slot mechanism, and a large gripping force is highly desirable to 
achieve successful surgical outcomes. The rapid prototype material, Accura 60 [32], is 
able to provide sufficient transparency. However, the feature resolution could be better to 
ensure all the components fit better. A different rapid prototype material process, SLS, 
will be explored for the third generation.  
The third generation manipulator also focuses on getting the manipulator to work 
reliably. One of the main modifications is to use commercially available tool tips. The 
rest of the details are covered in the following chapter. 
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3.3 Third Generation Manipulator Design 
 
For the current generation, the goal was to get the manipulator fully functional. 
From the second generation, it was learned that self-machined surgical tool tips are not as 
reliable as commercially available tool tips. This version uses the same motors as the 
second generation motors, which are Faulhaber 1512U012S DC gearmotors with gear 
ratios of 112:1 and 324:1. The lower gear ratio is used to advance the surgical tools 
outside of the cartridge, whereas the higher gear ratio is utilized to rotate the cartridge, 
since torque has higher priority than speed in this case.  
The basic mechanism remains the same. The motors are arranged serially to 
reduce the space needed to accommodate them. The final design has a length of 
103.45mm, and the thickest diameter measures 27.75mm.  
Early tests show promising results. The surgical tools demonstrate high 
repeatability. The friction within the linkages is also a lot lower, enabling the tools to be 
actuated more easily. With the tool tip actuation problem eliminated, the other 
mechanism within the manipulator can be fully tested. Figure 15 shows the physical 
prototype created and the corresponding SolidWorks drawing.  The rapid prototype 
material chosen is Nytek 1200 CF [33] for its superior resolution and material strength. 
Only the cover of the manipulator is rapid prototyped with Accura 60 for the required 
transparency. 
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(a)                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 15: Multifunctional robotic manipulator (third generation): (a) drawing and 
(b) prototype. 
 
3.3.1 Rotational Mechanism (Third Generation) 
 
Figure 16: Location of engagement between two spur gears (third generation). 
 
The location of engagement between two spur gears remains the same as the 
second generation since the test result was satisfactory. Figure 16 demonstrates the 
location. 
103.45mm 
27.75 mm 
Spur gear location 
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3.3.2 Translational Mechanism (Third Generation) 
 
Figure 17: Location of engagement between lead-screw nut and surgical tool 
connector (third generation). 
 
The lead screw used in the third generation is much more simplified, as shown in 
Figure 17. Instead of having the lead-screw nut enclosing the surgical tool end, it is the 
other way around. This ensures that minimal machining is needed for fabrication. Tests 
confirm this design works as well as the old design. 
3.3.3 Third Generation Surgical Tool Tips 
 
	  
Figure 18: Surgical tool tips for the current generation of manipulator. From left to 
right: fenestrated grasper, curved dissector, straight dissector and atraumatic 
grasper. 
 
Lead screw nut  
Engagement 
loop 
Connector 
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The surgical tools shown in Figure 18 above are the main distinction between the 
last two generations of manipulator. They are fenestrated grasper, curved dissector, 
atraumatic grasper, and needle-nose tissue spreader. Each of the tools enables surgeons to 
perform very specific surgical tasks. The fenestrated grasper is used when strong yet 
gentle grasping is required. The curved dissector allows for meticulous tissue 
manipulation, especially around delicate structures. The atraumatic grasper, on the other 
hand, reduces risk of tissue tearing and perforation. Last but not least, the straight 
dissector enables surgeons to spread tissue open for deep tissue access. 
Since the tools are machined out of stainless steel predominantly, they are more 
rigid, reliable, and contain fine features, making them very useful for very specific kinds 
of surgery. Some features like the engagement loop and connector are added on to enable 
them to interface with other parts of the manipulator more easily. Bench-top tests show 
that these tools are more stable in terms of side to side wobbling when they are deployed 
outside of the manipulator. The actuation is also smoother, allowing them to transmit 
force very effectively from lead-screw nut to tool tips. 
3.3.4 Third Generation Surgical Tools Force  
 Analysis 
 
Since the commercially available surgical tools adopt the pin-slot mechanism 
within the surgical tools, the force analysis is similar to that of the second generation 
tools. The main difference is the low friction within the tool linkages, which leads to 
effective force transmission from the lead-screw nut to the tool tips. 
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3.3.5 Discussion on Third Generation Manipulator  
 Design 
 
Although the third generation is bigger in size, in terms of reliability and 
functionality, it is much superior compared to the other generations. Furthermore, it 
incorporates four tools instead of three while keeping the diameter within the acceptable 
range.  
The decision of utilizing commercially available surgical tools really improved 
the functionality of the manipulator a lot. Using the surgical tools, which are machined 
and assembled under industry standards, enables the focus of the design to be shifted to 
other parts of the manipulator. So far, all the four basic actions – switch, advance, lock, 
and tool operation – can be carried out by the manipulator.  
The rapid prototype material Nytek 1200 CF provided sufficient resolution to 
ensure the components fit well within the housing. The cover of the manipulator made in 
Accura 60 material allows easy inspection of the tools in the cartridge.  
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Chapter 4.  Robot Connecting Arm Design 
The robot connecting arm is developed to connect the manipulator to the 
articulating drive mechanism in addition to adding two degrees of freedom to the system. 
It also serves as an experimental platform for future versions of bimanual robot links. A 
robust design needs to be created before a more elaborate bimanual robot is designed. 
This ensures stable prototype development and cost savings. 
Currently, two generations of connecting arm have been developed to work with 
the second and third generation of the manipulator. The design of each version will be 
detailed in the following sections. 
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4.1.1 First Generation Robot Connecting Arm 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 19: First generation robot connecting arm: (a) CAD drawing; (b) physical 
prototype. 
 
The first generation design can be seen in Figure 19. Two micromotors 
(Faulhaber 1512U012S DC gearmotors with gear ratios of 324:1) are used to provide 
degrees of freedom to the manipulator. Specifically, this connecting arm adds yaw and 
pitch rotational movements. The length of the arm is 62.1 mm while the height is 23.3 
Motor 1 
.	  
	  
	  
Motor 2 
.	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mm. The body is rapid prototyped using Accura 60 material [32] offering both 
transparency and high strength.  
 
4.1.2 Discussion on First Generation Robot  
 Connecting Arm Design 
 
This design was developed with the goal to add movement to the manipulator in 
addition to attaching to the articulating drive mechanism. There is also a camera attached 
to the proximal end of the arm. Nakamura discussed that in detail in [34].  
Several tests revealed room for further improvement of this arm. Although the 
spur gear mesh connected to motor 1 works really well, much can still be improved on 
the spur gear mesh integrated with motor 2. Also, due to the lack of enclosing features on 
the body, the gears tend to slip out. Additionally, there is a screw acting as a cantilever 
beam between two segments of the arm. . This design exerts a high bending moment on 
the screw. A cross section and exploded view of the robot connecting arm is shown in 
Figure 20 to demonstrate this further. From the picture, it can clearly be seen that the 
screw is the only component connecting two segments together.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 20. Cross section (a) and exploded view (b) of first generation robot 
connecting arm. 
 
Furthermore, the spur gear attached to motor 1 does not have a large pitch 
diameter to provide the manipulator with sufficient rotational range of motion. Due to the 
small pitch diameter, the manipulator connected to the rotating shaft has to rotate very 
close to the body of the robot connecting arm. Link-link interference occurs before 
desired range of rotational motion is achieved. 
The next generation should utilize gears with larger pitch diameters. The 
manipulator is also permanently glued to the rotational shaft, making modifications hard 
to carry out when needed. On the other hand, the motors are able to provide sufficient 
torque to rotate the manipulator in both pitch and yaw axes. This provides confidence that 
Screw 
Rotating shaft 
Screw 
Rotating shaft 
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utilizing the same motors and changing the design of the connecting arm body, the next 
generation should function well.  
 
4.2.1 Second Generation Robot Connecting Arm  
 Design 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 21: Second generation robot connecting arm: (a) CAD drawing; (b) physical 
prototype. 
Bearing 1 
Bearing 2 
Motor 1 
Motor 2 
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The second generation of robot connecting arm is depicted in Figure 21. This arm 
is designed to work with the third generation manipulator. The goal remains the same, 
which is to add degrees of freedom to the manipulator. The difference in the design is the 
multilayer encasing around motor 2 to avoid using any single component in the 
connecting arm to act as the sole supporting member of two segments.  Two bearings are 
also incorporated in the design. The first bearing is a commercially available bearing 
while the second bearing is a custom-made bearing due to the large diameter and low 
thickness required.  
Two spur gears with larger pitch diameters are also chosen to attach to motor 1. 
This allows wider rotational movement in the yaw axis for the manipulator. The 
manipulator is also screwed rather than glued to the rotating shaft to facilitate easy repair 
and modification when required. 
 
4.2.2 Discussion on Second Generation Robot  
 Connecting Arm Design 
 
In terms of rotational movement in the yaw axis, the second generation 
connecting arm definitely works better than the first generation. Not only is it able to 
support a wide range of motions, the motions are smoother too due to the rigid 
interconnection of all the components. As for rotational movement in the pitch axis, 
improvement can still be made. The custom made bearing does not function as well as 
expected. There is a lot of friction in the system that inhibits smooth rotational movement. 
Utilization of slightly larger stainless steel balls with more clearance between the two 
layers could potentially remediate the problem. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 22. Cross section (a) and exploded view (b) of second generation robot 
connecting arm. 
However, the connection between all the components is much more robust. The 
multilayer arrangement enclosing motor 2 ensures no single component is bearing the 
majority of the mechanical load. Figure 22 demonstrates the cross section and exploded 
view of the second generation robot connecting arm.  
 
	  
Custom 
made 
bearing 
Commercially available bearing 
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Chapter 5. Kinematic Model and Analysis of  
 Current Manipulator Design 
 
5.1 Workspace of Manipulator 
	  
Figure 23. Kinematic model of current manipulator with robot connecting arm. 
          The kinematic model in Figure 23 can be represented in Denavit-Hartenberg [35] 
parameters shown in Table 6 below using the following conventions. 
= the distance from to measured along  
= the angle from to measured about  
 = the distance from to measured along  
 = the angle from to measured about  
	  
	  
	  
	  
X 
Y 
Z 
{0} 
{1} 
{2} 
{3} 
d1 
d2 
d3
3 
a2 
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Table 6. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for current manipulator and  robot 
connection arm. 
 
i ai-1 αi-1 di θi 
1 0 0 d1 θ1 
2 0 -90 d2 θ2 
3 a2 -90 d3 0 
 
The location of the end effector, , can be calculated with homogeneous 
transforms [36] starting with a general equation (11): 
                           (11) 
                                                     (12) 
                                                             (13) 
                                                     (14) 
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                                                                 (15) 
                               (16) 
 To study the velocities and static forces, the Jacobian of the manipulator is 
generated by differentiating the position vector with and . 
	  	  	  	  (17)                              
From the position vector, the workspace of the manipulator can be easily mapped. 
Using the location of the end effector,	    , a workspace of the manipulator is generated, 
as shown in Figures 24 and 25. Figure 24 is generated using Matlab, for which the code is 
shown in Appendix A, and the interaction between the robot manipulator and the 
workspace is depicted in Figure 25.  
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Figure 24. Workspace of robot manipulator generated in Matlab. 
	  
Figure 25. Interaction between manipulator and workspace.  
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 5.2. Velocity of the Manipulator 
          The linear and angular velocities of the manipulator can be determined from 
Equations (18, 19) [36]: 
                                                      (18) 
                                       (19) 
where i is the number of the frame,  is an angular velocity, v is a linear velocity, R is a 
rotation matrix, and P is a position vector. The linear velocity of the surgical tool tips in 
frame {0} can be calculated from Equation (20).  
 
 (20)                    
5.3 Manipulator Joint Static Force 
By assuming the gravity and dynamic forces are considerably smaller in terms of 
contributions to the joint torques compared to the forces of the surgical tool tip forces, 
transpose of Jacobian mapping is utilized to calculate the joint torques.  
With the determined force requirements obtained from [37-39], the required joint 
torque, , is calculated in Equation (21).  
	  	  	  (21) 
The joint torque for is depicted in Figure 26. , and used are 10N, 5N 
and 5N respectively, obtained from [37,38].  ranges from 0 to 360° whereas  ranges 
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from -90 to 90°. The graphs for  and  are shown in Figures 26 and 27. The Maple 
code is presented in Appendix B.  
  
Figure 26: Joint torque for . 
 
θ1 [degrees] 
θ2 [degrees] 
Torque [mNm] 
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Figure 27: Joint torque for . 
From Figure 26, when is	  0°, the torque is the highest when  is about 90°. This 
shows that the graph accurately matches with the model. Work is the dot product of force 
and linear displacement. It is also the dot product of torque and angular displacement. 
When  is about 90°, the tool tip is at the furthest distance along the X-axis; hence the 
torque required is the highest as well. As for Figure 27, when torque is 0,  is not 
exactly at 90° because there is a slight offset of the tool tip from the rotational axis.  
 
 
 
θ1 [degrees] θ2 [degrees] 
Torque [mNm] 
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Chapter 6. Robot Folding Configurations 
To facilitate triangulation during natural orifice surgeries [16], a bimanual robot, 
shown in Figure 28, is required. A basic bimanual robot has two multifunctional robotic 
manipulators as arms and a body with four motors to provide additional degrees of 
freedom. During surgery, the body is supported via a docking clamp to achieve 
triangulation.  
A folding mechanism has to be designed to ensure both smooth transition from 
outside of the body to the surgical site and volumetrically efficient reconfiguration. To 
achieve this, several limitations have to be overcome. Firstly, the length of the rigid links 
must be shorter than 110mm so the robot can maneuver through the natural bends of 
typical insertion orifices easily. Flexibility in the robot joints is very important as well. 
That being said, perhaps the simplest and most compact method to reconfigure the robot 
is to utilize cable wires that are attached to the distal end of the forearm and the body, and 
fold the robot by pulling the cable wires.   
 
Figure 28. Basic bimanual robot. 
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The robot folding sequences during insertion are shown in Figure 29. To navigate 
through insertion orifices easily, the robot is first configured into a straight line as shown 
in Figure 29a. Once the robot enters the peritoneal cavity, its two arms move to the 
center, resulting in a slackening of the wires as depicted in Figure 29b. The robot is then 
mated to the docking clamp by pulling the wire connected to the robot body. The self-
aligning features facilitate a smooth engagement between the bimanual robot and the 
docking clamp, shown in Figure 29c.  
 
 
29a. 
 
29b. 
 
 
29c. 
Figure 29. Robot folding sequences as it enters the abdominal cavity. 
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 To retrieve the bimanual robot outside of the patient’s body, the wires are 
loosened and the articulating drive mechanism drops the robot onto the floor of the 
abdominal cavity with the aid of gravity as demonstrated in Figure 30a. In Figure 30b, 
the wire connected to the distal end of the forearm is again pulled as the robot straightens 
itself in preparation for the exit outside of the patient’s body. 
When the robot has completed a surgical procedure, the wires loosen and the main 
part of the robot disconnects from the articulating drive mechanism, dropping onto the 
floor of the abdominal cavity with the aid of gravity as shown in Figure 30a. The robot 
then straightens its arms as the wire connected to the tip of the left arm is pulled, moving 
it closer to the linkage pieces and removing it outside of the body as depicted in Figure 
30b.  
 
 
30a.  
 
 
30b.  
Figure 30. Robot configurations when exiting the abdominal cavity. 
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 Chapter 7. Future Bimanual Robot  
 Configurations 
 7.1 Workspace Model of Bimanual Robot 
  A comparison between the bimanual robot size and the human peritoneal cavity is 
depicted in Figure 31. The black box within the cavity represents the workspace around a 
human gallbladder which is measured to be 8cm long and 4cm wide [27]. The ability to 
work around the gallbladder is an important measure of the bimanual robot’s ability to 
perform cholecystectomy, a usual target surgery for a new surgical robot. 
  The workspace of the robot can be increased with the aid of an articulating drive 
mechanism [40, 41]. This prevents the body of the robot from being fixed at one place. 
The increased workspace is shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 31. Bimanual robot within the human peritoneal cavity. 
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Figure 32. Workspace achievable by the bimanual robot when it is attached to the 
drive mechanism. 
 
  
The size of the basic bimanual robot has been verified to be able to fit within the 
abdominal cavity, and different robot configurations will be explored to find out the best 
combination between size and dexterity.  
 
 7.2 Kinematic Model and Analysis For Bimanual  
 Robot 
 Four different configurations are presented here starting with the basic bimanual 
robot with four revolute joints. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [35] are presented 
along with the workspace and position vector equations. The goal is to figure out the 
shape and characteristics of the workspace with various combinations of joints. The link 
dimensions are estimated and remain constant across different designs to aid in 
comparison. The best workspace model within the limited volume available will be the 
next step for the next generation bimanual robot. 
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7.2.1 Bimanual Robot with Four Revolute Joints 
 
 The basic bimanual robot contains four revolute joints in total with two on each 
shoulder. The addition of these degrees of freedom enables the movement in the pitch 
and yaw axes. A picture of the bimanual robot is shown in Figure 33 with the Denavit-
Hartenberg parameters in Table 7. 
 
 
 
Figure 33. Basic bimanual robot model. 
 
Table 7. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for current bimanual robot. 
I ai-1 αi-1 di θi 
1 0 0 d1 θ1 
2 0 -90 0 θ2 
3 a2 0 0 0 
 
From Table 7, the position of the end effectors in the universal frame can be 
determined from the position vector in reference frame 0, shown in (22).  
 
                                                      (22) 
1, 0 2 
3 
d1 
a2 
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The workspace model of the robot, displayed in Figure 34, is also created for 
visualization and study purposes. From the figure, it can be concluded that the end 
effectors only come in contact at one single line. This proves that such a configuration 
may not be very helpful when it comes to performing surgery because the degrees of 
freedom are still very limited and bimanual workspace is of significance in performing 
surgery. The next model contains two additional revolute joints as elbows to increase 
workspace and dexterity.  
 
 
Figure 34. Workspace model of bimanual robot with four revolute joints. 
 
 7.2.2 Bimanual Robot with Revolute Elbow Joints 
 
 The idea of adding a set of elbows to the robot is intuitive since there are more 
degrees of freedom to allow the end effectors to come closer to each other. The new 
configuration can be seen in Figure 35. A similar approach has also been implemented by 
Wortman et al. [10] for Laparoendoscopic Single-Site Surgery (LESS) which accesses 
the abdominal cavity by making a single incision on the patient’s stomach. The Denavit-
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Hartenberg parameters are presented in Table 8 and the workspace generated from the 
parameters is shown in Figure 36. 
 
 
Figure 35. Bimanual robot model with revolute elbow joints. 
 
Table 8. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for robot with revolute elbow joints. 
I ai-1 αi-1 di θi 
1 0 0 d1 θ1 
2 0 -90 0 θ2 
3 a2 0 0 θ3 
4 a3 0 0 0 
 
The end-effector positions in reference frame 0 can be calculated as (23): 
 
                                        (23) 
0, 1 2 3 
4 
d1 a2 
a3 
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Figure 36. Workspace model of two-arm robot with two revolute elbow joints. 
  
 
Although the workspace model shows improvement in terms of increasing the 
intersecting area, shown in black in Figure 36, the model is still far from ideal. The 
intersecting area plays a critical role to ensure surgical procedures are successfully 
carried out. To manipulate tissues effectively, the end effectors of both arms have to work 
closely together. The chances of accessing a very specific surgical site increase 
significantly if the intersecting volume of the two arms is increased through the work 
area.  The addition of prismatic joints to replace the two elbow revolute joints is a 
reasonable next step. 
 
 7.2.3 Bimanual Robot with Prismatic Joints 
 
 This robot configuration, shown in Figure 37, was presented by Wood [39] for 
use in natural orifice surgeries. The real benefits of having arm extension will be 
explored in the workspace model. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are presented in 
Table 9 and the workspace generated from the parameters is shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 37. Bimanual robot model with prismatic joints. 
 
 
Table 9. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for robot with prismatic joints. 
i ai-1 αi-1 di θi 
1 0 0 d1 θ1 
2 0 -90 0 θ2 
3 a2 0 0 0 
4 a3 0 0 0 
 
Three equations can be derived for the end-effector positions in reference frame 0: 
                                              (24) 
 
The workspace in this model has increased significantly in terms of depth. 
However, the intersecting workspace in the middle is not improved remarkably although 
there is an increase. There is also another concern about the safety of patients as the long 
rigid distal link has to pass through complex geometries within the human body prior to 
arrival in the abdominal cavity. The next version investigates the combination of a shorter 
single-tool arm with revolute elbow joints as well as prismatic joints at the distal link and 
the multifunctional (multi-tool) manipulator. The purpose is to investigate the benefits of 
having a short link that is less powerful and a larger link that provides more capabilities.               
0,1 
2 
3 
4 
d1 a2 
a3 
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Figure 38. Workspace model of bimanual robot with prismatic extension. 
 
 
7.2.4 Bimanual Robot with Revolute Joints and  
 Different End Effectors 
 
 This version combines the multifunctional robotic manipulator in the right with 
revolute elbow joints and an extensible single-tool arm on the left with revolute elbow 
joints as depicted in Figure 39. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are presented in 
Table 10. 
 
Figure 39. Workspace model of bimanual robot with revolute joints and 
different distal links. 
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Table 10. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for robot with revolute joints and 
different end effectors. 
i ai-1 αi-1 di θi 
1 0 0 d1 θ1 
2 0 90 0 θ2 
3 a2 0 0 θ3 
4 a3 0 0 0 
5 a4 0 0 0 
 
The positions of the end effectors are calculated from the position vector in 
reference frame 0, shown below as (25): 
                              (25) 
 
 The workspace generated is shown in Figure 40. This model demonstrates the 
importance of having a short distal link to facilitate better workspace. The significance of 
combining a revolute elbow joint and a prismatic joint is clearly demonstrated. This 
combination allows more room for end effectors to work with each other.  
 
Figure 40. Workspace model of bimanual robot with revolute joints and 
different distal links. 
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7.3 Discussion on Kinematic Model and Analysis for  
 Bimanual Robot 
 
The main objective of this chapter is to study the effect of utilizing different joints 
and link lengths on the workspace. Since the size of the human peritoneal cavity is 
limited, the placements of the joints have to be very carefully considered. In the four 
models of bimanual robots presented, the major link lengths are kept the same. Only 
different joints are utilized to examine the effects on workspace, except for the distal arm. 
All the models started off with a basic robot “body” equipped with pitch and yaw 
rotational capabilities. It should be noted that the link lengths are only meant to be 
generally representative. Several conclusions can be drawn from this study. A prismatic 
joint provides depth in workspace. The extension and retraction capability aids in more 
easily performing “stretch and dissect” tasks common in many types of minimally 
invasive surgery.  A revolute joint, on the other hand, provides a thicker manipulation 
area in the middle of the rotation plane.  The joint is useful in providing fine movements 
to surgical tool tips when the tool orientation is very important.  A typical scenario in a 
surgical setting would be having a “movement” arm, usually with a grasper, and an 
“action” arm, typically with a cautery.  The “movement” arm allows the surgeon to 
manipulate the tissues while the “action” arm operates on the tissues. The number of 
joints also affects the workspace directly. The more joints are available, the easier it is to 
get to a specific area. However, increasing the joint numbers increases the size of the 
robot as well. This is when the articulating drive mechanism [40, 41] comes into play. 
The lack of degrees of freedom on the bimanual robot can be made up with either placing 
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the robot in a more optimal position or utilizing the yaw and pitch movement of the 
linkage pieces to aid in manipulating tissues.  
From the insights gained in this study, the most ideal robot configuration would 
be  a combination of  multi-tool robotic manipulator  ("movement”  arm) and  a  single  
tool  arm  (“action” arm). A much smaller version of the manipulator described as the 
second generation robot in this thesis can be utilized in this case. That way, both revolute 
and prismatic can be incorporated into one link without violating the space constraints. 
The single-tool arm can have an optimal combination of number and axis of revolute 
joints. The orientation of tool tips merits the extension capabilities when it comes to 
dissecting tissues. In an event where extension is needed, the translational movement 
from the drive mechanism can be used. 
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Chapter 8. Experiments 
Several experiments have been carried out to test various aspects of the system. 
The gear ratio of motor used in the system plays a key role in the performance of the 
system. Two available gear ratios, namely 112:1 and 324:1, are examined to find out the 
best combination between force and velocity for different parts of the robot.   
The ability of the surgical tool tips to hold onto tissues without slipping is an issue 
of great interest. Two different fresh porcine tissues were tested, namely fat tissue and 
liver tissue. In this case the manipulator is positioned with human assistance; the goal is 
to only investigate the effectiveness of the end effectors when the candidate motor gear 
ratios are used. 
8.1 Experiment A. Grasping ability of surgical tool  
	   	   	   	   	   tips on fat tissues	  
 
Figure 41. Grasping ability of surgical tool tips on fat tissues. 
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The tool tips are able to grab on to fat tissues without much trouble as seen in 
Figure 41. In our repeatability test, the tools succeeded in carrying out the tasks five 
times out of five.  
8.2 Experiment B. Grasping ability of surgical tool  
	   	   	   	   	   	  tips on liver tissues	  
 
Figure 42. Grasping ability of surgical tool tips on liver tissues. 
Grasping liver tissues presents a more difficult task than the previous one, as liver 
tissues are stiffer and more force is required to enable the tool tips to hold onto the tissues. 
Depending on orientation and the location being grasped, the performance of the tool tips 
varied. A successful grasp is shown in Figure  42.  
8.3 Surgical tool change time 
The tool change time was also measured. To summarize the outcome, the time 
needed to switch from one surgical tool to another is roughly 45 seconds. Although this 
may seem long, the time spent here is much less than the time required to remove the 
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manipulator outside of a patient’s body and change tools manually. It also lowers the risk 
of injuring the patient.  This was a major motivation for creating a multifunctional robotic 
surgical instrument in the first place. A motor with a gear ratio of 324:1 was also used to 
replace one of the motors with the lower gear ratio for comparison. The tool change time 
increased to 2 minutes 20 seconds while no significant increase in the tool tip closing 
force was observed. Ideally, a threefold increase in the gear ratio should result in the 
same amount of increase in tool tip closing force. However, the experiment showed 
otherwise. This suggests there may be friction effects in the lead-screw actuation and 
mechanism which cause nonlinear losses. Further design improvement is required in this 
respect. A curved slot instead of a straight pin-slot joint within the surgical tools could 
potentially reduce the friction.  
   8.4 Pull force on liver tissues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Experiment investigating robot connecting arm torque. 
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To make sure the robot connecting arm is able to provide sufficient torque to the 
manipulator, the experiment shown in Figure 43 was carried out. The surgical tool tips 
were sutured to the liver so the gripping performance of the tool did not affect the torque 
measurement. A motor with gear ratio 324:1 was used to rotate the manipulator. A digital 
force gauge (Shimpo FGV-200XY) was used to measure the vertical pull force generated 
by the manipulator on the porcine liver. The force gauge was zeroed when the porcine 
liver was hanging stationary under its own weight so the readings only reflect the 
manipulator pull force.  
Table 11. Experiment on manipulator pull force on porcine liver. 
Trial Pull Force (N) 
1 2.0 
2 1.0 
3 2.0 
4 1.0 
5 2.0 
 
From Table 1, the average pull force is 1.6N. This number falls in the same order 
of magnitude as the robot design requirements reported in [39].   
 8.5 Experiment Discussions 
In experiments A and B, the grasping ability of the tool tip on fat tissues and liver 
tissues was tested. The fat tissues are much easier to manipulate compared to liver tissues 
due to the material properties, with liver tissues being stiffer. Nonetheless, the 
manipulator is still able to generate enough grasping force to lift up one end of the liver.  
As for the tool change time, 45 seconds is a good estimate. Comparing with the 
time it takes to change the tools manually, this manipulator provides a much safer and 
faster method to acquire the most appropriate tool tips. Although some design 
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improvements are still possible, the robot is capable of carrying out the fundamental 
motions required for successful tool change. In this case, a motor with a gear ratio of 
112:1 is the better choice for the manipulator from among the discrete set of options. The 
motor with a gear ratio of 324:1 offers no real meaningful advantage in tool tip force in 
practice. This is partly due to the active joints within the manipulator required to 
accomplish tool change. Furthermore, the tool change process would also slow down 
significantly with the higher gear ratio. 
The torque generated by the connecting arm is sufficient to pull liver tissues. The 
experiment only examines the capability of one motor rotating the manipulator from its 
initial position. The torque of the motor increases as the manipulator moves away from 
the initial position. Furthermore, in future versions, more than one motor will be utilized 
to pull on tissues. Shortening the length of the manipulator can also increase the 
manipulator pulling force considerably. The ability of the articulating drive mechanism to 
assist in pulling liver tissue was also tested [29]. The results indicate that the most 
advantageous collaboration is to have the articulating drive mechanism actively position 
the manipulator to allow the manipulator to have the best orientation and location to 
operate on living tissues, taking advantage of areas of good force transmission in the 
workspace local to the surgical site. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and Future Work 
A robotic manipulator with multiple instruments is presented in this thesis. The 
design of a compact mechanism to enable tool change in a short time is also 
demonstrated. The experiments confirmed the capability of the manipulator to change 
tools in a reasonable time while also grasping human tissues successfully. As the 
development looks forward to a full featured bimanual robot, the experiences gained 
from this early advancement stage will be invaluable. The workspace models of future 
versions are generated to ensure the development follows the right track and unnecessary 
time and cost expenditure are avoided. 
As for future work, with the current direct motor actuation approach, smaller 
micromotors are needed to decrease the size of the manipulator. Additionally, more 
specialized, miniature surgical tools with high functionality are needed for future 
manipulator generations.  
The workspace models generated reveal that multiple shorter links provide better 
local workspace and effective use of the limited space for the robot within the abdominal 
cavity. It should be noted that the current manipulator does not allow tool tips to roll 
about their own axis, which is a very important feature. Future versions should either 
have an extra degree of freedom to rotate the entire manipulator about the tool roll axis or 
add roll control in the forearm link.  Another possible improvement to shorten the 
forearm is to redesign the manipulator so it only accommodates one modular tool at a 
time. The modular tool could attach itself to the manipulator via a magnetic platform. A 
separate robot may also be built to serve as a supply dock. When different tools are 
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needed, the tool attached to the manipulator can be disengaged and a new tool from the 
supply dock can be attached to the manipulator.  
This novel manipulator has proven that functionality can still be added despite the 
high demands of NOTES. Hopefully, NOTES surgical procedures will be more widely 
adopted when more technological advancement is achieved. Robotic surgery features 
prominently in the future of surgery with the significant patient benefits, precision, and 
dexterity it offers. 
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Appendix A. Workspace area code in Matlab®  
%Chi Min Seow - Workspace for current generation robotic manipulator 
  
d1=59.1286; 
d2=34.7629; 
d3=157.1572; 
a2=1.7588; 
  
gamma_1 = -pi:pi/45:pi/4; 
gamma_2 = -pi/2:pi/45:pi/2;  
  
[gamma_11,gamma_22] = meshgrid(gamma_1,gamma_2); 
  
x2 = 
((a2.*cos(gamma_22)).*cos(gamma_11)+d3.*cos(gamma_11).*sin(gamma_22)); 
y2 = 
((a2.*cos(gamma_22)).*sin(gamma_11)+d3.*sin(gamma_11).*sin(gamma_22)); 
z2 = (-a2.*sin(gamma_22))+d3.*cos(gamma_22)+d2+d1; 
mesh(x2,y2,z2); 
%colormap hsv; 
%alpha(.4); 
%surf(x,y,z,'FaceColor','blue'); 
hold on; 
  
hold off; 
xlabel('x [mm]'); 
ylabel('y [mm]'); 
zlabel('z [mm]'); 
set(gcf, 'color', 'white'); 
hidden on; 
grid on; 
axis equal; 
  
for theta = 0:pi/180:2*pi; 
r = sqrt(x.^2+y.^2); 
theta_t = theta'; 
p = cos(theta'); 
k = sin(theta'); 
X1 = x; 
Y1 = y.*p; 
Z1 = y.*k; 
mesh(X1,Y1,Z1); 
colormap (summer); 
end 
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Appendix B. Joint torque code in Maple 
	  
	  
